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I wish to thank Chairwoman Fletcher, Ranking Member Marshall, and other Members of the
Subcommittee for the opportunity to testify on the need to build a stronger weather enterprise and
improve weather forecasts for the Nation. I am a Professor of the Atmospheric Sciences at the
University of Washington. I serve as the Vice Chair of the National Academies’ Board on
Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (BASC). I am a Fellow of the American Meteorological
Society (AMS).
My research and professional service have centered on understanding and improving prediction of
weather systems, especially high-impact weather. I served as an Editor for Weather and
Forecasting of the AMS. I currently serve on the Advisory Board for the Weather Research and
Forecast (WRF) modeling community. I was on the National Academies’ Committee on Progress
and Priorities of U.S. Weather Research and Research-to-Operations Activities, which produced
the 2010 report When Weather Matters: Science and Services to Meet Critical Societal Needs. I
was appointed to oversee the review of the National Academies’ report Weather Services for the
Nation: Becoming Second to None (2012). I also chaired the Workshop Planning Committee for
The Future of Atmospheric Boundary Layer: Observing, Understanding, and Modeling (2017).
Most recently, I served on the steering committee that authored the National Academies’ report
Thriving on our Changing Planet: A Decadal Strategy for Earth Observation from Space (2018).
While I have not been invited to testify on behalf of the National Academies, my testimony is
deeply informed by their reports and my involvement in their activities to convene stakeholders
from across the Weather Enterprise.
In the past 25 years, I have conducted research focusing on understanding extreme weather events
(e.g., hurricanes) and intraseasonal variability that affect the global weather and climate system,
and improving their prediction. I take interdisciplinary approaches to study coupled atmosphereocean systems in the tropics and coastal environment using satellite and airborne observations and
atmosphere-ocean coupled numerical models. I have led national and international research
programs in both field observations and coupled atmosphere-ocean modeling. My research group
at the University of Washington has developed a first-generation high-resolution coupled
atmosphere-wave-ocean model to better understand and predict high-impact weather such as
hurricanes. I was a lead scientist of the National Oceanography Partnership Program model
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development team to build a new high-resolution, fully coupled atmosphere-wave-ocean model
with a unified air-sea interface that is designed with inter-operability to facilitate the transition of
research to operations.
Accurate and actionable weather forecasts and warnings can help prevent natural hazards from
becoming disasters by saving lives and reducing economic loss. Continuation and acceleration of
improving weather forecasts and warnings must be a national priority. Over the past two decades,
weather research in the U.S. has enabled tremendous progress in better understanding weather
processes and in advancing our ability to observe and predict weather. Atmospheric scientists of
the United States are among the best in the world. Our weather research capability is admired by
all other nations.
Despite leading the field of numerical weather prediction (NWP) since its inception in the 1950’s
and 1960’s, the United States no longer leads the field. Our operational weather prediction skill
has fallen behind those of some other nations, as found by three National Academies’ reports
(2010a1; 2010b2; 20123). I believe we can fully realize our potential in weather forecasting and be
the best in the world. This requires us to first identify the weaknesses and the challenges we are
facing, so we can find solutions to them and make anticipated progress. I applaud the Committee
for taking the leadership to address this important issue of building a stronger U.S. Weather
Enterprise for the Nation’s future of weather forecasting.
Following the suggestion in the Subcommittee's letter inviting me to testify, I organized my
testimony around the following four topics:
1.   Building a stronger U.S. Weather Enterprise and working towards a common goal
2.   Enhancing national forecast capability
3.   Meeting workforce needs to support national forecast capability
4.   Charting a way forward for the U.S. Weather Enterprise
1. Building a stronger U.S. Weather Enterprise and working towards a common goal
Recognizing the importance of weather forecasting for the Nation, Congress passed the Weather
Research and Forecasting Innovation Act of 2017 (H.R. 353) with bipartisan support. The law
defines the Weather Enterprise as the “individuals and organizations from public, private, and
academic sectors that contribute to the research, development, and production of weather forecast
products, and primary consumers of these weather forecast products.” The 2003 National
Academies’ report Fair Weather: Effective Partnerships in Weather and Climate Services
recognized the important contributions of all sectors of the enterprise and defined the roles and
responsibilities of each. This guidance has served the weather community well, but changes in the
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U.S. Weather Enterprise in the intervening years mean that the guidance no longer fully or
accurately addresses how the sectors are interacting.
The U.S. Weather Enterprise has changed significantly over the past 15 years and is evolving
rapidly. Advances in technology currently underway and anticipated in the coming decade will
present a number of opportunities and challenges for the Weather Enterprise. Foremost among
these opportunities are advances in high performance computing, cloud-based computing, and
artificial intelligence; new observing technology and curation; and new communication
technology and practice. The Weather Enterprise is also facing a number of challenges, such as
•   a shifting balance between the traditional government responsibility and increasing roles
of the private sector in collecting data, developing forecasting capabilities, making
forecasts, and dissimilating forecast products;
•   regulating and facilitating the fast-growing use of robotic devices in both air and water for
data collection;
•   extending traditional weather forecast models to Earth System forecast models to meet
broad societal needs;
•   international collaboration and coordination; and
•   particularly transitioning from research by broad academic and private communities to
operations by NOAA.    
Building a stronger U.S. Weather Enterprise critically depends how we seize these opportunities
and meet these challenges.
Our greatest asset is the integrated capability of the three sectors—government, academia, private
industries—each bringing complementary capabilities. However, the three sectors often have
complex disjointed goals, and the need for specialization can lead to undesirable stovepipes. The
relative roles of the three sectors are evolving more rapidly than simple coordination can
accommodate. The process for extending these roles to an ever-expanding community has been
unclear and inconsistent. To overcome these barriers, we must establish a shared vision and work
together towards a common goal of serving the growing need of society for accurate and actionable
weather forecasts.
2. Enhancing national forecasting capability
Making U.S. operational weather forecasting capability the best in the world again will require
both research investments to improve modeling capability and enhanced efforts to transition
research to operations.
a. Model development
Weather knows no boundaries. Traditional weather forecast models represent regional atmospheric
processes without interacting with the ocean, surface waves, and land processes. We need to
develop Earth System models that can accurately represent the global atmosphere, ocean, land,
and sea ice, processes that not only affect weather but also are an important part of holistic
environment prediction. Within NOAA, the National Weather Service (NWS) and National
Ocean Service (NOS) use separate models for operational weather and ocean forecasts. A unified
coupled atmosphere-ocean model will benefit forecasting for the blue economy (fisheries,
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shipping) as well as forecasting weather with a longer lead time, as the ocean and land evolve
slower than the atmosphere. The inclusion of these more slowly varying components of the Earth
system is one reason for the improved performance of the UK Met Office weather model. They
first developed their Unified Model with seamless prediction capability across scales in the
atmosphere in the 1990’s and continued to develop it into a coupled Earth System model that
allows for both fine detailed, high-impact weather forecasts at short timescales and climate
forecasts on long timescales. 4 This is perhaps the best example in the global Weather Enterprise
of accomplishing an ambitious goal with a well-thought-out strategic plan.
Impacts of weather are local. The impacts are determined not only by the weather conditions, but
also by the local landscape. A paradigm shift has already started from weather to explicit impact
forecasting to inform decisions related to many sorts of systems, such as electric grids,
transportation, and increased coastal flooding due to sea level rise. These are particularly active
research topics by academics in geosciences and civil and environment engineering, and
applications by private companies. Very high-resolution (down to the street level) impact
modeling and forecasting systems are needed, which are driven by the global Earth System model.
However, development of storm surge, land, and inland water models are uncoordinated at the
national level.
Impacts of weather span many timescales. On the one hand, there are growing societal needs for
accurate and actionable weather forecasts with increased lead times for severe weather events that
occur over minutes to days (e.g., tornadoes, hurricanes) to support emergency management. On
the other hand, decision makers desire seasonal probabilistic prediction of wildfires, heat waves,
drought and flooding for long-term planning. To maximize the socio-economic benefits to society,
we need predicative capability across a wide range of timescales.
Accurate weather forecasts beyond two weeks would be highly valuable. There is a growing need
for extending weather forecasts beyond two weeks to subseasonal-to-seasonal (S2S) timescales
(four weeks to two years) for long-term planning. This has been documented in the World Weather
Research Program (WWRP) Implementation Plan5 and two National Academies’ reports (2010b,
2016). The Weather Research and Forecasting Innovation Act (H.R. 353) clearly identifies S2S
prediction as part of the goal of improving the U.S. weather forecast capability.
NOAA’s National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and other operational centers have
demonstrated measurable but limited success with operational S2S forecasts. Yet, demands for
these forecasts outpace its provision. S2S forecast products are still limited, their errors and
uncertainties often large. With focused research-operation integration, substantial improvement of
S2S forecasts and elevated societal benefit are within our grasp.
Now we have the will; what we need is a well-thought-out plan. However, as we speak, on the
national level, we have only recommendations from the National Academies (2016) on a
framework to develop a U.S. S2S prediction capability. There is no national strategy that enables
the public, private, and academic sectors to work together to achieve this common goal.
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NOAA’s NCEP has pioneered atmosphere-ocean operational Coupled Forecast System (CFS) and
led the field of seasonal forecasting for a decade or so. This coupled system could have served as
a basis to develop a coupled forecast model for S2S prediction. However, this leading edge is being
eroded as NOAA is focused on developing a new atmosphere model (FV3 based NGGPS) for
short-range (within two weeks) forecasts while other operational centers (e.g., European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts [ECMWF] and UK Met Office [UKMO]) are quickly
developing coupled models for S2S prediction. This happened partially because there is no
national strategy for developing the U.S. S2S prediction capability.
The capability to observe the state of the atmosphere, land, ocean, and sea ice is absolutely
essential to weather research and prediction. It is critical for us to understand how cutting-edge
technologies should help improve the current observing systems and also build new observing
systems for better weather forecasts. The private sector is playing an increased role in collecting
environmental data for their own applications and to fill gaps in the current observation systems
developed and maintained by governments. Data sharing between private and public sectors is an
unmet challenge. At the national level, numerical models and observing systems must be advanced
jointly.
Adaptability of current models to future exascale high-performance computing facilities is key to
ensure continued progress in model development. We should invest in scientific software
engineering so that we are ready for future computing capabilities. With increased computing
capability comes increasing volumes of data. Extracting scientific value from those data will
require improved data management, archiving, and sharing capabilities, especially with our
science partners. Academic and public research institutes and private companies are using the
latest data analytics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning for both model development and
innovative application of complex forecast information.
b. Research-to-Operation Transition
U.S. weather research has been on the leading edge in terms of innovation and breadth in basic
research that has led to improvement in weather forecasting, especially in the area of high-impact
weather forecasting and warnings by NOAA. Much of the advancement today would have not
been possible without basic research by the academic, government, and private research
community funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Office of Naval Research of
DoD, DoE, NASA, NOAA, and others over the past several decades. However, the fruits of the
weather research have not been fully harvested by the operations in NOAA. This issue has been
the focus of several National Academies’ studies and reports. Many have reached similar
conclusions, namely a lack of national strategy and strong leadership are the main reasons for the
lapse, as found in From Research to Operations in Weather Satellites and Numerical Weather
Prediction: Crossing the Valley of Death (NRC 20006). A similar view was expressed in a
provocative article entitled “The Uncoordinated Giant: Why U.S. Weather Research and
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Prediction Are Not Achieving Their Potential” by Mass (2006)7. Despite an awareness of the
problem and recommendations from many entities, there has been little progress in improving the
transition of research to operations, especially in terms of NWP models.
For decades, NCEP/NWS has been developing its NWP models for operations in isolation, while
the Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research (OAR) laboratories have developed separate
NWP models. Under the Weather Research and Forecasting Innovation Act 2017, there have been
efforts to consolidate modeling activities within NOAA. Engagement with the broader academic
community has been limited, which leads to intellectual segregation.
To develop a national strategy and a systematic approach to transition state-of-the-art weather
research into operations, NOAA cannot do it alone. It needs to “Engage the entire (weather)
enterprise to develop and implement a national strategy for a systematic approach to research
to operations and operations to research”, a key recommendation by the National Academies
(2012). Without a well-defined national strategy, a systematic approach, and sufficient
infrastructure to support and facilitate continual adaptations of new research results to operations,
the goodwill from research community outside NOAA cannot meet the ultimate challenge of
research-to-operation transition at the national level.
To restore the U.S. leadership in weather forecasting, I believe that we need a new, transformative,
integrated system to connect state-of-the-art weather research to operations. This system should
be overseen by a consortium of experts from research, operations, and user communities of the
Weather Enterprise. The consortium should design the pathway to ensure success in reaching the
capability of:
•   Developing a community-based modeling and data assimilation system that is flexible,
using a community-standard code to incorporate innovations in weather research and
technology (i.e., unified global fully coupled atmosphere-wave-ocean-land-ice model and
coupled data assimilation system);
•   Rapidly transferring research products and new technologies to NOAA and other
operations (including the private sector);
•   Providing accurate weather forecasts and emerging needs for impact forecasts (e.g.,
tornado outbreaks, hurricane-related storm surges, flash floods and power outages) and
warnings on the short lead time of days to hours, and potential risk for drought, floods,
wildfires, hurricane genesis and track on extended lead time of weeks and beyond.
The next-generation community-based system(s) should also have the capability of providing userdriven impact forecasts, which was one of the key recommendations in the National Academies’
report When Weather Matters (NRC, 2010a). It will be more transparent and efficient for:
•   Communicating with federal and local governments to optimize the utility of the forecasts
and assessment products in public response;
•   Training the next-generation of scientists and forecasters with innovative tools for
prediction and impact mitigation;
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•   Educating vulnerable residents on the application value of the new information coming out
of the integrated forecast system on short and long lead times.
The rapid advancement of science and technology presents us with an unprecedented capabilities
and opportunities to develop an integrated weather forecast and response system that will support
risk assessments and emergency management by reducing warning areas and providing forecasts
with longer lead time. There is a critical need for the involvement of NSF to support the ambitious
and risky interdisciplinary basic research agenda, in ways that go beyond what is feasible in
individual mission-oriented government agencies. The development and operation of such an
integrated weather forecast and response system requires collaboration and coordination among
many research disciplines and among research, operations, and management. Further, successful
implementation of such a system requires education of a new generation of scientists, engineers,
forecasters, managers, and will guarantee a smooth transition from research to NOAA operations.
3. Meeting workforce needs to support national forecast capability
Workforce development and training is essential for future weather forecasting. A significant
challenge will be the increasingly diverse knowledge and skills that are needed to advance
modeling and forecasting. Many new and emerging job markets require interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary education. The desired skill sets range from emerging science (meteorology and
its coupling to other Earth systems on multiple timescales) and technologies (e.g., computing, data
analytics, machine learning), to a host of disciplines and skills related to decision support (e.g.,
impacts, communication, social and behavioral science).
A new generation of scientists and forecasters are needed to communicate high-impact weather in
a changing climate to support effective decision making. Indeed, a recent National Academies’
report (20186) emphasized an urgent need for better integration of physical science and social and
behavioral sciences within the Weather Enterprise.
Another area of growing concern is the difficulty in attracting and retaining talented computer
scientists to apply their skills to building the next generation of weather models, data analytics,
and forecasting systems. This problem will become even more acute as efforts proceed to move
current models to future exascale high-performance computing facilities.
The atmospheric science education in universities has not changed significantly over the last a few
decades. It still mostly follows the traditional disciplinary curricula, which cannot meet the needs
for more broadly trained professionals in the Weather Enterprise. Universities need to modernize
their curricula to meet the growing needs for an interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary workforce.
There are opportunities for working partnerships and collaborations across public, private, and
academic sectors in workforce development and training.
4. Charting a way forward for the U.S. Weather Enterprise
The challenges facing the U.S. Weather Enterprise can be addressed with bold action to harness
and coordinate the capabilities that span the public, private, and academic sectors. Here I provide
three ambitious recommendations that I believe are particularly promising. The views I share are
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my own, shaped by my 25 years of research in the field, by the authoritative work of the National
Academies, and by extensive engagement with multiple stakeholders across the public, private,
and academic sectors.
Launch a National Academies study on the Future of the U.S. Weather Enterprise. Over the
last several years, I have participated in numerous conversations with a wide range of public,
private, and academic stakeholders on how best to foster U.S. leadership in weather forecasting,
modeling, and communication. One common theme that has emerged is the need for a
comprehensive study to engage the broad weather community to develop a shared vision for the
next generation U.S. weather enterprise. to the National Academies’ Board on Atmospheric
Sciences and Climate (BASC) has developed a proposal for such a study. The proposed study
would gather experts in the physical, natural, social and behavioral sciences, technology, and
weather operations, from academia, public agencies (including NOAA, NSF, NASA, DoD, DOE,
DoT), and the private sector, to assess the current state of the U.S. Weather Enterprise and
recommend priority investments and coordination mechanisms needed to achieve this vision. I
personally believe that this proposed National Academies’ study would be a highly effective way
to bring the community together in a structured process that can provide guidance for all the
sectors.
Establish a unified modeling and forecasting system for the United States. I believe that the
multiple national investments and capabilities in weather forecasting could yield much improved
performance if planning and implementation of these multiple components was approached as an
integrated system. A first step will be to develop a vision and strategic plan for a unified modeling
and forecasting system (including coupled atmosphere-ocean-land-ice modeling, data
assimilation, and ensemble predictions) and a supporting observing system that facilitates
innovation, research-to-operation, operation products that in turn support and demand further
research. This strategic plan should be developed by experts from all three sectors of the Weather
Enterprise. In my view, implementation of this holistic approach will require a consolidated
national center—similar to that of ECMWF and the UK Met Office—with the participation from
all relevant government agencies, academia, and private industries that can effectively use the best
possible new technologies for computing, data analytics, and continued scientific innovations in
modeling, observations, and data assimilation.
Create mechanisms for sustained resources and ongoing accountability. Restoring and
maintaining U.S. leadership in weather forecasting will require a sustained commitment and
coordination among multiple federal agencies and other partners, which are each balancing other
competing priorities. The efforts described above to develop a community vision and unified
modeling and forecasting system will put the nation on the right track. I believe that Congress
should also act to ensure the outcome of these community efforts will be implemented and
supported through sustained resources commensurate with the scale of the challenge and with the
expected value to the nation. It also will be important to establish clear mechanisms for ongoing
accountability, develop and track metrics of success, and provide incentives for collaborations
among government agencies and their partnerships with academia and the private sector. Many in
the community have suggested that a “decadal survey” model of Congressionally mandated
National Academies studies that provide community-driven priorities every 10 years, combined
with interim reports to assess progress, could address these needs for ongoing accountability. As
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this Committee knows well, this approach has worked well for other science areas that require
significant resources to achieve long-term community-driven goals (such as astronomy, earth
science and applications from space). It is my personal opinion, based on my experience with other
decadal surveys, that this Committee should establish a similar ongoing mechanism for the
Weather Enterprise.
There is no doubt that improving the weather forecasts and response to save lives and reduce
economic loss should be a national priority. Restoring U.S. leadership in weather forecasting for
the benefit of society should be a national priority. No single federal government agency can do it
alone. It will take the entire Weather Enterprise.
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